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Abstract 
In this paper we give a new proof of cut elimination in Gentzen’s sequent system for in- 
tuitionistic first-order predicate logic. The point of this proof is that the elimination procedure 
eliminates the cut rule itself, rather than the mix rule. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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0. Introduction 
I. The systems of sequents for classical predicate logic and intuitionistic predicate 
logic were introduced by Gentzen in [l]. The cut-elimination theorem is the fundamen- 
tal theorem of these systems. For the proof of the cut-elimination theorem Gentzen has 
defined the mix rule. In his system if a derivation can be transformed into a derivation 
without mix, then it can be transformed into a derivation without cut and vice versa. 
So it is sufficient to prove the mix-elimination theorem in that system, and for that we 
need the following lemma: 
Mix-Elimination Lemma. A derivation with u mix as its lowest inference rule, and 
without any other mix, may be transformed into a derivation with the same endsequent 
in which no mix occurs. 
Gentzen proved that lemma by the double induction on the degree of the mix- 
formula and the rank of a mix (whose definitions are analogous to our definitions of 
the degree of a cut and the rank of a cut, respectively (see Section 2)). We consider 
the Cut-Elimination Lemma which has the same formulation as the Mix-Elimination 
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Lemma, only “cut” is written everywhere instead of “mix”. As is well-known if we 
want to prove this lemma by the double induction on the degree of a cut and the 
rank of a cut, then the contraction rule creates difficulties. We now consider the case 
when the degree of a cut-formula and the rank of a cut do not suffice to prove the 
Cut-Elimination Lemma. Let the derivation D have the following form: 
03 
DI C, C, A k D 
rtc C,A tD 
c 
r,AkD, 
where the derivations 03 and DI (whose endsequent is r 1 C and C, C, A k D, 
respectively) are subderivations of D and in them no cut occurs. 
The rule above the right upper sequent of c is contraction, whose principal formula 
C is the cut-formula. The derivation D is transformed into a derivation F which has 
the following form: 
Dl 03 
DI 
rtc C,C,AtD cl 
rtc r, C, A k D c2 
r,r,d t D 
possibly several interchanges and 
1-,A t D. contractions 
In F two cuts appear, cl and ~2, to which the induction hypothesis should be applied. 
The cut cl has the same degree as c, but smaller rank. By the induction hypothesis, 
the subderivation of F whose endsequent is r, C, A t D may be transformed into a 
derivation Dq, with the same endsequent, in which no cut occurs. Now we consider 
the following derivation, F, : 
Dl 04 
n-c r,c,A t-D c3 
r,r,d t D 
l-,A t D. 
possibly several interchanges and contractions 
Then F’ is a subderivation of Fj whose last rule is ~3. We want to apply the induction 
hypothesis to F’. The degree of c3 is the same as the degree of c, but its rank is 
unknown, because we do not know anything about the form of D4, except that no cut 
occurs in it. For that reason it is not possible to apply the induction hypothesis to F’. 
II. In [2, Appendix C] Szabo attempted to give a direct proof of the elimination of 
cut in the systems for classical and intuitionistic predicate logic, without proceeding 
via mix-elimination but there is a problem with parameters used in that proof (see the 
example in the third section). 
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III. The correspondence between the system of sequents for intuitionistic predicate 
logic and the natural deduction system for intuitionistic predicate logic is investigated 
by Zucker in [3]. He associated indices to formulae in sequents in order to define 
the map that is linking the derivations of these two systems. The definition of these 
indices and some of their characteristics inspired us to define the notion of the number 
of contractions for a formula, which helps as in the problematic case in I. 
IV. In the first section of this paper we shall give the definition of the system of 
sequents for intuitionistic predicate logic, LJ. 
The proof of the cut-elimination theorem in LJ makes the second section. First we 
define the reduction steps for derivations in LJ. Roughly speaking, the cut-elimination 
theorem will be proved by using the triple induction on the degree, the number of 
contractions and the rank of cuts. When with the reductions a derivation without mixes 
is obtained, it is clear that we also obtained a derivation without cuts. So, our proof 
of cut elimination is not an improvement if the goal is to find a cut-free proof by any 
means. But, in our proof the steps of the transformation are made with more precision. 
In mix elimination, many connections between interchanges, contractions and cut are 
hidden and neglected. Here we clear up the connection between cut and contraction, 
whereas the connection between cut and interchange is considered unimportant. 
In the third section there are: 
I. the example for the proof of cut elimination of [2]; 
2. some comments about the forms of the cut rule. 
Comments on the possibility of the application of the method from the second part 
of this paper to proving cut elimination in classical predicate logic will be given in 
the fourth section. 
1. LJ 
I. 1. Language 
The language is that of the first-order predicate calculus, L. Formulae are built up 
from atomic formulae with the logical constants: A, V, +, V’, 3 and 1. It is convenient 
to distinguish between bound variables x, y,z, . . . and.free uariubles a, b, c, . . Indhidual 
terms are denoted by Y,S, t,. . . . Formulae are denoted by A, B, C, . . . Fa, . and atomic, 
,fbrmulae by P, Q,. Finite sequences of formulae are denoted by r, A, &. 
1.2. Sequents and icference rules 
A sequent has the form r t A, where the left-hand side (r) is the antecedent. 
and the right-hand side (A) is the succedent of this sequent. The right-hand side of 
a sequent may also be empty (see the rules AT. ST and s-thinning). The formulae 
making up a sequent are called s-formulae. By this we intend to indicate that we are 
not considering a formula by itself, but as it appears in the sequent. 
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An inference rule consists of sequents and is a figure of the following forms: 
At-C At-C AtB 
rtA, rtA, 
where C and B and s-formulae from the sequences A and A will be the upper formulae, 
and A t C and A t B are the upper sequents of the rule. The sequent r t A is the 
lower one, and A and the s-formulae from r are the lower formulae of the rule. 
1.3. Derivations in LJ 
Axioms are the sequents of the form A t A, where A is an arbitrary formula in the 
language L. The inference rules: 
1. Operational rules 
AA A,rtC B,rtC 
AAB,l-k C AAB,l-k C 
Av A,AtCB,AtC 
AvB,AtC 
A* rtAB,AtC 
A+B,r,A tC 
A-- rtA 
7A,l-t 
AV Fa,r t C 
VrFr, r I- C 
A3 Fa,r I- C 
3rFr,r t C 
SA rtA rtB 
rtAAB 
sv rtA rtB 
rtAvB rtAvB 
s* A,rtB 
rtA+B 
ST A,rt 
rt 1A 
Str r t Fa 
r k VrFr 
S3 r k Fa 
r F 3rFr 
Operational rules will also be called introductions of logical constants (i.e. signs for 
logical operations) in the antecedent (A) or succedent (S). 
2. Basic structural rules 
Interchange: r,A,B,A t C 
r,B,A,A t C 
Contraction: B,B,r t C 
B,rtc 
Thinning: a-thinning: rtc s-thinning: r t 
B,rtC rtB 
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3. Added structural rule 
cut: I-tA A,A,A t B 
A,T,A t B 
Restrictions on variables: the variable in A3 and SV which is designated by in and is 
called the eigencariuhle of this rules, must not occur in the lower sequent of A3 and 
SV (i.e. not in r.C,Fr). 
The s-formula that is introduced in the lower sequent of an operational rule will be 
called the principal formula of that rule. The principal formulae are built up from the 
upper s-formulae of the operational rule, which will be called side .fbrmulue. 
In contraction the s-formulae B from the upper sequent will be called side,fkmnzdue. 
In contraction and thinning, the s-formula B from the lower sequent will be called 
principal,fonnulu. In interchange the s-formulae A and B from the upper sequent will 
be called side formulae and the s-formulae A and B from the lower sequent will be 
called principal ,fbrmulae. 
The appearances of the s-formulae A in upper sequents of the cut are the c’zrt- 
,fbmmulae. 
Note. We should mention that the definition of the cut rule given in this paper is not 
the same as the definition of the cut rule in Gentzen’s intuitionist calculus LJ from [I]. 
Gentzen defined cut as follows: 
rtA A,AtB 
r.A t B. 
By putting the cut-formula at the beginning of the sequence A. A of the upper right 
sequent of a cut, he wished to separate precisely the formula to which the cut rule is 
related. 
We will show (see 3.2 for details) that if we want to eliminate Gentzen’s cut rule 
directly, then a problem with the interchange will appear. For this reason, our cut rule 
is different from Gentzen’s cut rule. 
Definition. D, D, , F 1, H’ , . . denote derivations in LJ. 
D 
l-tA 
denotes a derivation D with endsequent r E A, i.e. a derivation D of r t A. The 
sequent r E A is the endsequent of D. 
Dl DI D2 
DI /ltc DI D? AtC AtB 
__ 
r t A. TtA or l- t A. rtA 
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denotes a derivation which consists of an immediate subderivation DI and D2, followed 
by an inference rule 
iltc AtC AtB 
rtA or r tA. 
Dl Di D2 
rtA and rt_A 
denotes a derivation which consists of subderivations D1 and D2, followed by perhaps 
several basic structural rules or perhaps none. 
Example 
DI 
A,A,r,B,C,A t D 
one interchange and one contraction 
A,r,C,B,A t D 
Definition. Let D be a derivation in LJ. The derivation D has proper variable property 
(PJP) if for every A3 and Sk’ in D it hold that: Its eigenvariable occurs in D only in 
sequents above the lower sequent of the A3 (S’J) and does not occur as an eigenvariable 
in any other A3 (SV). 
Note. A derivation in LJ can be effectively transformed into one with PVP (see [ 1, 
III, 3.101 for details). Then we assume that our derivations in LJ have PVP. 
2. The cut-elimination theorem in LJ 
We shall define a reducibility relation on the derivations in LJ. First, the basic 
reduction steps (lb-steps) will be defined. 
In the cases of basic reduction steps below, the left derivation is the redex and the 
right derivation is the contractum of that lb-step. 
Basic reduction steps with doubles 
RI 02 D1 02 
DI A,C,B,A,@ t D rtA A,C,B,A,@tD 
rtA A,B,C,A,@ t D -‘lb A,C,B,l-,@ t D 
A,B,C,r,@ t D A,B,C,r,@ t D 
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RC D2 Di D2 
DI 
B,B, A,A,@ t D rtA B,B,A,A,@tD 
l- t ‘4 B,A,A,@tD -lb B,B,A,r,@ t D 
B.A,r,@tD B, A, I-. @ t D 
RAT DZ DI D2 
DI 
A,A,@tD i-tA A,A,@tD 
rt_A B,A,A,@ t D +-‘lb A,r,@ t D 
B, A, r, @ t D B,A,T.@ t D 
RST D2 4 DZ 
Di 
A,A, @ t TtA A,A,@t 
rtA A,A, @ t B -lb A,I-.@ t 
A,r.@ t B A,r.@tB 
RCUT 1 DZ D; DI D? 
DI A,A, @ t B O,B,A t C rtA A.A,@tB D1 
rt_A O,A,A,@,A t C -lb A,r,@ t B O,B,A t C 
0,A.T,@,A t c @.A.r,@,At C 
RCUT2 D? D3 DI D3 
Dl @t-B O,B,A,A t C DZ rtA O,B,A.A t C 
l-PA O,@,A,A k C H,b @t-B O,B,A,r t C 
@,@,A,i- t c @,@,A,l- t c 
RSA D2 D3 4 D2 DI D3 
Dl A,A,@ t C A,A, @ t D rtA A,A,@tC rtA A,A,@t-D 
rtA A,A,@tCAD +-‘ib A,T,@ t c A,r,@ t D 
A,r,@ t CAD A.T,@tCAD 
RS v 1 DZ D1 D2 
DI A,A, @ t C rtA A.A, @J t C 
rtA A,A,@tCvD +‘lb A,l-,@ t c 
A,l-,@tCVD A,r,@tCvD 
RSv2 DZ DI DZ 
DI A,A,@ t D l-i-A A,A,@ t D 
rtA A,A,@ t CvD +‘lb A,r,@ t D 
A,r,@tCVD A,r,@t CvD 
RS =+ D2 Dl D2 
DI D,A,A,@ t C rtA D,A,A,@ t C 
rtA A,A,@tD=+C -lb D,A,r.@ t C 
A,r,@ t D + C A,r,@tD+C 
RSV DZ DI D: 
Dl A,A, @ t Fa rtA A,A, @ t Fa 
rtA A,A, @ t VrFr +‘lh A,r,@ t FA 
A,r,@ t VrFr A.i-,@ t VrFr 
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The rule SY in the contracturn is correct, i.e. the restictions on variables holds, provided 
the redex has PVP. 
RS3 DZ Dl D2 
D1 A,A, @ t Fa TtA A,A, @ t Fa 
TtA A,A, @ I- 3rFr ++I’ A,T,@ k Fa 
A, r, @ t 3rFr A,T, @ t ZkFr 
RS- D2 Dl D2 
DI C,A,A,@ t ftA C, A,A, @ t 
I-t-A A, A, @ t -C -lb C,A,r,@ t 
A,r,@ t -K A,r,@ t 1c 
RAAl D2 Dl D2 
Dl C,A,A,@ t E rtA C,A,A, @t E 
TCA CAD,A,A,@tE -lb C,A,i-,@tE 
C A D, A, l-. @ t E CAD,A,l-,@tE 
RAA2 D2 D1 D2 
D1 D,A,A,@ t E rtA D,A,A,@tE 
rtA CAD,A,A,@tE +‘lb D,A,r,@tE 
C/\D,A,r,@tE CAD,A,l-,@tE 
RAV D2 03 
DI C,A,A,@ t E D,A,A,@tE 
TkA CvD,A,A,@tE 
CVD,A,r,@tE 
D1 D2 DI 03 
rtA C,A,A,@tE rtA D,A,A,@tE 
-lb 
C,A,l-, @t E D,A,i-,@tE 
CVD,A,r,@tE 
RA=+l D2 03 D1 D2 
DI A,A, @ t C D,AtE TtA A,A,@tC 03 
rtA C+D,A,A,@,AtE -lb A,T, @Jtc D,AtE 
C+D,A,l-,@,AtE C+D,A,l-,@,AtE 
RA=k2 D2 03 D1 03 
Dl @tC D,A,A,/l t E D2 rtA D,A,A, AtE 
rtA C=sD,@,A,A,AtE -lb CJtc D,A,T,AtE 
C+D,@,A,l-,AtE C=+D,@,A,r,AtE 
RAY D2 DI D2 
Dl Fa, A,A, @ t E rtA Fa,A,A, @t E 
rtA VrFr,A,A,@ t E Hlh Fa,A,r,@ t E 
VrFr.A,l-,@t E VrFr, A. r, Q, I- E 
RA3 D2 DI D2 
D1 Fa, A,A, @ t E rtA Fa, A,A, @ k E 
rtA 3rFr, A,A, @ t E -lb Fa,A,T,@tE 
3rFr, A, I-, @J I- E 3rFr, A, r, Qi t E 
The rule A3 in the contractum is correct, i.e. the restictions on variables holds, provided 
the redex has PVP. 
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RA- 02 DI D2 
D1 A,A, @ t E r t 4 A,A. @t E 
r t- .4 -E, A, A, @ t -lb A,r.@ t E 
-E,A,r.@ t -E. A, l-. @ t 
Rind D2 Dl D2 
DI A,A,B,@ t D TtA A.A.B.0 t D 
l-tA A,B,A,@ t D -lb A,l-,B,@ t D _ 
d,B,r,@tD A.B,r.@+ D 
RimC 02 DI r c ii A,A,A.@ t D 
Dl A,A,A,@tD 1‘ t A il, r, A. @ t D 
r&A A,A,@ k D -lb T,T,A,@ t D 
r.d.a tD 
I-,A,@ t D 
LI DI Dl D2 
A,C,B.rt-A D2 A,C,B.rtd @.A, A t D 
A.B.C.r t-A @,A,A tD -lb @, A, C. B, I-, A t D 
@.A.B.C.r,/l tD @,A,B,C.T.A t D 
LC DI 
B.&l- k -3 D2 
B,TtA @,A,A t D -lh 
DI D2 
B,B,r t.4 @,A..4 t D 
@,B,B,r.il t D 
@, B. l-, A t D 
LAT DI 
I'EA D2 
B,B,@.T,A t D 
B. @. r, A t D 
@.B, r,A t D 
DI D2 
TEA @,.4./l k D 
B,rtA @,A,A tD -lb @,r.n t D 
@,B,T,A t D 5. @. I-, A t D 
@.B.r.il k D 
LCUT Dl D2 02 03 
3tc r,c,ot- P3 DI r,C.OtA @.A,ntD 
r,A,O tA @.A.A t D H,h AcC @D. l-. C, 0. A t D 
@,l-.A.O.A tD @.l-.A,O.A t D 
LAAI Dl 4 D2 
B.rtA D2 B.rtA @,A,At D 
BAC.TtA @.A,A t D H,h @.B,T,A t D 
@,B/YC,r,A t D B.@.T.A t D 
B A C.@,r,A t D 
@.BA c.r.n t D 
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LAA~ D, Dl DZ 
C,Tt-A D2 C,rl-A @,A,A t D 
BAC,I-~A @,A, A t D -lb @,C,r,AtD 
@,BAC,r,Ak-D C@,r,AkD 
BAC,@,r,AtD 
@,BAC,r,AtD 
LAV DI D2 Dl D3 D2 03 
B,TtA C,TtA 03 B,TtA @,A,AtD C,i-t-A @,A,AtD 
BVC,rtA @,A, A t D H,b @,B,T,A t D @,c,r,n t D 
@,BvC,r,AtD B,@,l-,AtD C,@,r,A t D 
BV C,@,r,At D 
@,BVC,r,AtD 
LA+ D, D2 D2 03 
At-B C,OkA 03 C,O tA @,A,At D 
B=+C,A,OtA @,A,AtD ++lb D, @,C,O,AtD 
@,B =+ C,A,Q,At D AtB C,@.O.At D 
B=+C,A,@,O,AtD 
@,B+C,A,O,AtD 
LAV DI DI D2 
Fa,rtA D2 Fa,rtA @,A,Ai-D 
VrFr, r t A @,A,A I- D ++,,, @,Fa,r,A t D 
@, VrFr, r, A t D Fa,@,r,At D 
VrFr. @. r. A t D 
@, VrFr, r, A t D 
LA3 D1 DI D2 
Fa,TtA D2 Fa,rtA @.A,AtD 
3rFr, r t A @,A,A t D H,b @.Fa.r.A t D 
@, 3rFr, r, A t D Fa,@,r,A t D 
ZlrFr, @, r, A t D 
@, 3rFr, r, A t D 
The rule A3 in the contractum is correct, i.e. the restictions on variables holds, provided 
the redex has PVP. 
Basic reduction steps with special cuts 
RJ DI Dl 
AtA At-A+qb AtA 
AtA 
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LJ DI DI 
AtA A.A,A t C +-lb A,A,A i- C 
.4,A.A t C 
RimAT DI DI 
D2 @t-D @l-D 
TCA A,@tD -lb l-.@tD 
TtA A,A,@tD ++,b Al-.@tD 
A.r,@tD 
Basic reduction steps with /?-cuts 
/t~l D, D2 & Di D; 
l-kB rtc B.AtD I-I-B B.AtD 
l-CBAC BAC.AtD -lb r,AtD 
I-,AtD 
fir\2 D, D? D3 D2 D? 
I-FB rtc C,At D rtc C,AtD 
l-l-BAC Br'/C,AtD ++lh l-,AcD 
r,ntD 
b’vl DI D2 D3 Dl D2 
rtB B.AtD C,AtD rtB B.AtD 
rtBVC BVC,AtD -lh r,ntD 
r.nto 
Bv2 DI D2 D3 Di D3 
rtc B,AtD C,AtD l-t-c C,AtD 
rtBVC BvC,AI-D -lb r.ntD 
I-.AtD 
8=+ DI D2 D3 4 D3 
B,rtC @tB C,AtD 
& 
B,r+C C,AtD 
TtB=+C B=+C,@,AtD -lb @tB B,r,A t D 
r,Q,n t D @.r.A t D 
r.@.A t D 
8- DI D2 D2 DI 
5, r t AtB At-B B,rt 
rk-B lB,At Hib n,r t 
r,n t r.nt 
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By DI D2 
I’- k Ba Bb,AtD Dl D2 
r t VrBr VrBr, A t D Hlh 
rtBb Bb,AtD 
r,AtD 
r,AtD 
P3 DI D2 
l- t- Ba Bb,AtD Dl D2 
l-t-b Bb,AtD 
r t 3rBr 3rBr, A t D -lb 
r,AtD 
l-.AtD 
In the contractum of /i’V and j?3 above r t- Bb we write the derivation DI, yet having 
replaced every occurrence of the free variable a by b. It is correct, i.e. the restric- 
tions on variables holds, provided the redex has PVP. Let D be a derivation in LJ. 
D H] F iff F is the result of replacing the redex D’ occurring somewhere in D 
of some lb-step by the contra&urn D” of that lb-step. The basic reduction step 
D’ +-sib D” is called the lb-step of D ~1 F, and D’ is the redex of D H, F. 
The derivation D reduces to the derivation F, D H F, iff there exist Do,. . , D,, 
m>O, such that D-DO ++I ...++I D,,-F. 
The cut rule and some other rule is permuted by the basic reduction steps with 
doubles. Some operational rules which appear in the redex of a basic reduction steps 
with p-cuts do not occur in its contracturn. It also holds that the last cut (in /3+ the 
last two) in the contracturn has (by some parameters) a simpler cut-formula than the 
last cut in the redex. The basic reduction steps with special cuts delete the last rule of 
its redex, which will be called the special cut. 
Every reduction D HI DI refers to some cuts in its redex and (if its lb-step is not 
with special cuts) in its contracturn. The reduction D HI DI refers to the last cut of its 
redex. Almost for all 1 b-steps the reduction D HI DI refers to the last cut in the con- 
tra&urn. But, for some lb-steps (see the lb-steps RSA,RAV and LAV) in the contracturn 
may exist more than one last cuts and for the 1 b-steps RCUT2, RA + 2, LCUT, RCUT 1, 
RA + 1, LA + and RimC the reduction refers to the last cut in some subderivation of 
the contractum (example: for RCUT2 it is the last cut in the subderivation whose end- 
sequent is 0, B, /1, r F C). These cuts in the contracturn and the last cut in the redex 
are “the characteristics” of the reduction D -1 D, and they are the most important for 
it. Now we explain which kind of reduction will be cosidered. Let D be a derivation 
and c be a cut from D. The derivation D reduces to the derivation D, , D H, DI The 
lb-step of D ~1 Dl is not with special cuts and the cut c is the last cut in its redex. 
Then in the contractum there is some “characteristic” cut cr. Then we apply the next 
reduction, DI HI D2, to the cut cl, precisely the last cut in its redex is cr. One of the 
characteristic cuts in the contra&urn will be the cut cz. The reduction D1 -1 02 refers 
to the cuts cl and CZ. and these cuts are “connect” with the cut c from the beginning 
of the sequence Df HI DI ++I D2. If we continue the sequence D wI D, H I D2 
by reductions which have the property sketched above, then the characteristics cuts (if 
they exists) in the redex and the contractum of all these reductions will be “connect” 
with the cut c. We will prove (by the double induction first and then by the induction 
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on the degree of a cut) that we can eliminate not only the cut c but also all cuts which 
are “connect” with c. (the Main Lemma and the Main Theorem). By using this proce- 
dure we can eliminate all cuts which occur in a derivation of LJ (the Cut-Elimination 
Theorem). 
To prove that by this procedure we can eliminate all cuts in a derivation we will 
precisely “connect” cuts which occur in D and D1 for every reduction D wl D1 in 
a sequence of reductions. If the cut c is the last cut in the redex of the reduction 
D ~1 DI, then the characteristics cuts in the contractum will be descendants of c 
(when the lb-step is with p-cuts) or doubles of c (when the lb-step is not with 
special or p-cuts). For all other cuts from D there are corresponding successors in D,. 
Definition. Let D be a derivation in LJ. Let c be a cut from D, which is not special. 
(I) Let D HI DI and let D’ -lb D” be the lb-step of D HI DI. 
1. The cut c is the last inference rule of D’. If D’ -lb D” is: 
1.1. one of RSA,RAV,LAV, then the last two cuts in D” are the doubles of c. 
1.2. one of RCUT2, RA + 2, LCUT(RCUT 1, RA + 1 ), and H is the subderivation of 
D” whose endsequent is the right (the left) upper sequent of the last rule in D”, then 
the last cut in H is the double of c. 
1.3. LA +, and H is the subderivation of D” whose endsequent is the right upper 
sequent of the last operational rule in D”, then the last cut in H is the double of c. 
1.4. RimC, and c’ is the last cut in D”, then c’ and the cut whose lower sequent is 
the right upper sequent of c’ are the doubles of c. 
1.5. one of basic reduction steps with doubles, which is different from RSA,RAV, 
RimC, LAV, RCUTl, RCUT2,LCUT,RA + 1 ,RA =+ 2,LA +, then the last cut in D” is 
the double of c. 
1.6. fi +, and c’ is the last cut in D”, then c’ and the cut whose lower sequent is 
the right upper sequent of c’ are the descendants of c. 
1.7. one of jr\ 1, flA2, fiV 1, jll’V2, ~-,/IV’, /El, then the last cut in D” is the descendant 
of c. 
2. If c is not the last inference rule of D’, then there are two possibilities: 
2.1. the cut c does not occur in D’, then obviously there exists the copy of c in DI 
which is the successor of c. 
Example 2.1. The lb-step is LCUT and the last rule of D’ is the cut dc. 
DI D;: 
A t Cl-, C, 0 b ‘4 Dj 
c 
@,r,A,O.A k D D,CI-F 
(D. l-. A, 0. /I, 1 t F 
The cut c’ is a successor of c, and dc’ is a double of dc. 
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2.2. the cut c occurs in D’ and: 
2.2.1. if the lower sequent of c is not the upper sequent of the last rule of D’, then 
there are one or two derivations in D” which are the copies of subderivation of D’ 
whose last rule is c. The last rules of these derivations are successors of c. 
Example 2.2.1. The lb-step is LAV and the last rule of D’ is the cut dc. 
03 04 D1 D2 
B,rtA C,rtA @,AtCC,AtD 
C 
BvC,rtA @,A,/1 tD 
rlc 
@,BvC,r,AtD 
II 
D1 D2 DI 02 
D3 
@,AtC C,Al-D 
Cl 04 
@,AtC C,AtD 
c2 
B,l-tA @,A,/1 tD 
C’ 
C,rtA @,A,AtD ,, 
C 
@,B,r,A tD @,C,r,A i-D 
B,@,r,A tD C,@,l-,A tD 
BvC,@,r,AtD 
@,BvC,r,AtD 
The cuts cl and c2 are the successors of c, while c’ and c” are the doubles of de. 
2.2.2. if the lower sequent of c is the upper sequent of the last rule of D’, then 
Dl ++lb D” is RCUTI,RCUT2 or LCUT and the last rule of D” is the successor of c. 
Example. In the Example 2.1 the cut c2 is the successor of c 1. 
(II) Let D HI D1 HI . . ++I D, -1 D,,+l be a sequence of reduction steps. Let c,, 
be the cut in D, and c,,+l be the cut in D,,+l. 
If c, is the successor, the double or the descendant of c and c,+l is: 
1. the successor of c,, then c,+~ is the successor, the double, the descendant of c, 
respectively; 
2. the double of c,, then c,+l is the double, the double, the descendant of c, respec- 
tively; 
3. the descendant of c,,, then c,,+l is the descendant of c. 
Definition. Let D be a derivation in LJ. Let c be a cut in D, and 
D=DO +-+I D, w1 .‘.I-+~ D,-F. 
The derivation D reduces to F by c iff for all 
Di +-+I &+I, 
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0 d i d m - 1 we have that the last inference rule of its redex is c, a double of c or a 
descendant of c. 
Lemma 1. Let D be a derivation in LJ. Let c be the cut ,from D. If D reduces to 
F by c, then every cut which does not occur above c in D has only one successor in 
the derivation F. 
Proof. We consider the sequence the reduction steps 
D=Do -I D, ++I ... H, D,,rF 
by c. The redex of DO +-+I D1 is the derivation D’ and its contractum is D”. The 
derivation D” does not contain the successor of the cuts which do not occur above c. 
In D” the successors of these cuts occur below the doubles or the descendants of c. 
That means that every cut which does not occur above c in D has just one successor 
in D,. In such a way it is possible to come to the end of the sequence D =: Do H I 
DI H, .., +I D,,, = F and we have that every cut which does not occur above c in 
D has only one successor in the derivation F. 0 
Definition. The degree of the formula A, denoted by d(A), is defined as the num- 
ber of occurrences of logical constants in A. If A has one of the forms C A D. 
C V D, C + D,‘dxB, 3xB and lB, then the symbol A, V, +,Y’, 3 and 1 respectively, 
is called the principal sign of A. 
Cut-Elimination Theorem. Every derivation D in LJ can be reduced to a derivation 
with the same endsequent in which no cut occurs. 
Main Theorem. Let D be a derivation in LJ and c be a cut from D. The deritlation 
D can be reduced to a derivation F with the same endsequent which contains neither 
a successor, nor a double, nor a descendant of c. 
Proof of the Cut-Elimination Theorem. Let D have m cuts. In D we consider the cut 
cl above which there is no other cut. By the Main Theorem, D may be reduced to the 
derivation DI (with the same endsequent) which contains neither a successor, nor a 
double, nor a descendant of cl. By Lemma 1, every cut which does not occur above cl 
in D has exactly one successor in D1 and the reduction steps of D H Dl do not make 
any new cuts. In the next step, we consider D, in which there are m - 1 cuts and the 
cut Q, above which there are no cuts. So we obtain a sequence D H Di ++ . . + D,, 
and in the derivation D,, no cut occurs. 3 
A special cut will be called special l-cut if its cut formulae are principal formulae 
of rules immediately above that cut or formulae of axioms. For the proof of the Main 
Theorem we use the following lemma, whose proof will be given later. 
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Main Lemma. Let D be a derivation in LJ. Let c be a cut in D. 
Then there exists a sequence D=DO HI D1 HI ... ~1 D,,=F by c,maO and: 
( 1) F has the same endsequent as D; 
(2) if m>O, then all lb-steps of D H F are the basic reduction steps with doubles; 
(3) for every subderiuation FI of F, whose last rule is the double of c (if DE F, 
then that rule is c) there is a derivation F2 such that 4 ++lb FZ and this lb-step is 
with special l-cuts or with lj-cuts. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. By induction on d(A), where A is the cut-formula of c. 
By the Main Lemma, there exists a sequence D = Do +-+I D1 ~1 -1 D, E F and 
properties (l), (2) and (3) hold. First, we suppose that m > 0. Then suppose that there 
are n doubles of c in F. Let ci be one of them, and let there above ci no other double 
of c. Let F, be the subderivation of F whose last rule is ci and F HI H whose lb-step 
is Fl ++lb Fz. 
(i) If Fl w]b F2 is an lb-step with special cuts, then H contains neither a successor, 
nor a double, nor a descendant of cl and cuts which are not above cl in F 
have just one successor in H. 
(ii) If FI Hlb F2 is a lb-step with p-cuts, then in H there is one descendant of cl, 
called ci or two descendants of cl, called ci and ci (and suppose ci is below 
cl). We consider ci. Its cut-formula is the subformula of A and we can apply 
the inductive hypothesis. It means that H may be reduced to a derivation H1 
which contains neither a successor, nor a double, nor a descendant of c{. 
If cl does not have any other descendant, then HI contains neither a successor, nor 
a double, nor a descendant of cl. 
If ci has two descendants, then we consider the successors of ci in HI. By Lemma 1, 
the cut ci has just one successor in HI, the cut ci. After that the inductive hypothesis 
is applied to HI, and the cut cy. Then HI H G and G contains neither a successor, 
nor a double, nor a descendant of cl. By Lemma 1, the cuts which are not above ci 
in F have just one successor in C. In (i) and (ii) D reduces to a derivation in which 
there are n - 1 doubles of c. Then in that derivation we consider a double of c above 
which there are no other doubles of c. Finally we get a derivation which contains 
neither a successor, nor a double, nor a descendant of the cut c. 
If m = 0, then D z F and the proof is similar. q 
Definition. For an s-formula D from 0, r t- C we say that it I’-corresponds to an 
s-formula D from A, r k B if they are at the same place in the sequence r. 
We define the following parameters: the degree of a cut, the number of contractions 
of a cut and the rank of a cut. Definitions of first and third parameters are the same 
as the definitions of these notions in [l]. To define them we shall first define the 
notions (well-known from [l]): clusters for a formula in a derivation and s-paths in a 
derivation. 
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Definition. Let D be a derivation in LJ. Let D,, D2,. , D,, be a sequence of s-formulae 
which appear in D, such that 
I. DI is either an s-formula of some axiom D i- D in D, or the principal formula 
of some operational rule or of thinning. 
2. D; for each i <a, is an s-formula in the upper sequent of some inference rule, iv. 
in D. If ir is 
2.1. either a contraction or an interchange and D, is its side formula, then D, L 1 is 
its principal formula; 
2.2. an arbitrary inference rule and D, is not its side formula or cut-formula, then 
we define D,+ 1 as follows: 
Let iv be AV. If Di is an s-formula of A, A E C or B, A 1 C and D, # C, then D,_I 
is its A-corresponding s-formula of A V B, A k C. Furthermore, if D, is the s-formula 
C of A, A F C or B, A E C, then D,+l is the s-formula C of A V B, A i- C. Definitions 
for other inference rules are given analogously; 
3. D,, is either the side formula of an operational rule in D or a cut-formula of a 
cut in D. Then D1,02,. . ,D,, is a cluster of D,, in D. 
An s-formula D which appears in a derivation D may have several clusters in that 
derivation. A cluster of an s-formula D is made of occurrences of the formula D. 
Definition. Let D be a derivation in LJ. An s-path in D is a sequence of sequents 
whose first sequent is an axiom, and whose last sequent is the end-sequent of D. and 
in which every sequent except the last is an upper sequent of an inference rule in D 
whose lower sequent is the next sequent in the s-path. 
Definition. Let D have the following form: 
DI D? 
1-tA A,A,At C 
c 
A,l‘.AF C 
The left rank of c, denoted by lr(c), is the largest number of consecutive sequents in 
an s-path, such that the lowest of these sequents is the left upper sequent of c and 
each of the sequents contains a formula from the cluster of the cut-formula A in the 
succedent. The right rank of c, denoted by rr(c), is the largest number of consecutive 
sequents in an s-path, such that the lowest of these sequents is the right upper sequent 
of c and each of the sequents contains the formula from the cluster of the cut-formula 
A in antecedent. The rank of c, denoted by r(c), is the sum of its left and right rank. 
The degree qf’the cut c, denoted by d(c) is the degree of its cut-formula A. 
Now we define the number of contractions for a formula and the number of con- 
tractions of a cut. We will show that the following property holds: when the lb-step 
of a reduction is RimC (i.e. for the last cut in the redex, denoted by c, the cut-formula 
in its right upper sequent is the principal formula of a contraction), then the doubles 
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of c have smaller numbers of contractions than the cut c. Thus, by the number of 
contractions we can remove the difficulty with the contraction which was mentioned 
in Introduction. 
Definition. Let D be a derivation in LJ, with the endsequent 0 t D. We define the 
number of contractions for all s-formulae which appear on the left-hand side of t in 
D, by induction on the complexity of D. Let nc(A) denote the number of contractions 
for an s-formula A. The number of contractions nc(A) = k, for the s-formula A will 
be written as the index of that s-formula, Ak. The s-formulae from the sequence r 
together with their number of contractions make the sequence E,,. The notation rY.k 
means that nc(A) is multiplied with k, for all s-formulae A from r. 
axiom: Al I-A 
In the rules below. we omit commas in sequences so as not to over burden the 
notation. 
Interchange: 
Contraction: 
a-thinning: 
cut: 
AA 
Av 
DI 
T;AiBjAb t C 
q,B,iAiAh t C 
DI 
BiBkll; t C 
Bl+kcm t c 
D1 
q, t c 
B,& t C 
DI 02 
c. t A Aj.A;Aa t B 
A;.r7.,Ad t B 
DI 02 D1 02 
A$; t C BiT;s t C SA IQ tA rtl t B 
DI 
s-thinning: r7 k 
r;. t B 
A ABiT;. t C A A BiK;. t C l-y+q tAAB 
DI 02 DI 02 
A,AA t C BjA, t C sv 1-;. tA r; t B 
A VBmax(,j)Amax(~,,) t C Ej tAvB II; tAvB 
In AV we have sequence of the formulae, Ag and A,. For every A-corresponding s- 
formulae from AS and A, we choose the greater of two indices (from A, and Ad) to 
make the sequence Amax(d,Ej 
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Dl D2 
A=+ ,I l- t A B,A,> t C S+ 
A =+ B, r;,.iA,j t C 
D1 
AT r;. kA S- 
-A,c, t 
Dl 
AV Fu, r,. t C sv 
VrFr$ t C 
D1 
A3 FUi 11, t C S3 
3rFr, r. t C 
Definition. Let D have the following form: 
DI D? 
TtA A,A,AtC 
c 
A,r,.4 t C 
* 
* 
* 
DI 
A;r, t- B 
r,.EA+B 
DI 
A,c, t 
r,. c -A 
DI 
r, t Fu 
r, t VrFr 
DI 
c tFu 
c t 3rFr 
the number of contractions of the cut c, denoted by n(c), is nc(A), where A is the 
cut-formula from the right upper sequent of c. 
Lemma 2. Let D be a derivation in LJ, and let H wlb G be the lb-step of D W, F. 
Let 0 k D be the endsequent of H and nc&C) denote the number of contractions 
,for the s-formula C, where C is an arbitrary s-formula .from 0. [f H ~lb G is: 
(i) LAT, p A 1, p A 2, RimAT and LimST, then ncG(C) < nc&C), .for every sYformulu 
C,fiom 0; 
(ii) fl + and p-, then xc(c) 3 ncH( c), .for every s-formula C jiom 0; 
(iii) anything else but what is given in (i) and (ii), then ncG(C) =ncH(C), jar every‘ 
s~formulu C from 0. 
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Proof (i) and (ii). It is more interesting to see which of the basic reduction steps do 
not preserve the number of contractions for the formulae: 
DI 02 
r.AT D, c, k A @dAiAj. t D 
17; tA 02 Q4T;..,A;, t-D 
B,q:.tA @$r i;A;, t D ++lb B, @aI&A;. t D 
PA 1 DI D2 03 
r; t B r, t C B;A;, t D D1 03 
K; t B BiA;. t D 
l-+, t B A C B A CiA;, t D 
+‘lb 
r(y+opiA;. t D 
r;s.;A;. t D 
We proceed similarly for j3 A 2 
RimA T 02 
D1 
Qd tD 02 
Q4 t D 
Ki t A A,Qd tD 
-lb 
LimST DI 
qj t 
1-;, I- A 
02 
A;.A;@$ t D -lb 
0 
r;. t 
DI D2 03 
B,T; t C @$ tB C,A, t D 
r;tB*C B + C,@$.,Aj. t D -lb 
l-7.j@ti.jA;.t D 
4 D3 
D2 BiT,, t C C, A, ~ D 
@d t B B,sjT;,s,Aj. t D 
@4.,., l-;.jA;, t D 
P- DI 02 02 Dl 
BiT;j t A, t B A;. tB BJ:,. t 
Ei t -B lBIA; t -lb A,.? c, t 
E;A, t K;ll>.*i t 
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(iii) To prove that, we must consider the basic reduction steps defined above which 
are not LAT, /III 1, pr\2, RimAT, LimST /I +, by and calculate the number of contractions 
for the s-formulae in the endsequents of H and G. 1 
By the definition of the basic reduction steps it is easy to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let D he a derivation in LJ such that in D E Do ++ 1 D1 ++ 1 +- 1 D,,, G F 
there is a reduction D, ~1 Di+l whose lb-step is biith doubles and is d$%wt ,fron~ 
RimC and in D,+I the cuts a?, and dc? are the doubles qf’ the cut c .fLom D,. Then in 
D ,+2, . . , D,, the cutTformulae of the doubles, the SUCC~~SOYS and the descendants of 
~2, are not contained in the clusters qf the cutyfonnula qf’ the doubles, the successors 
und the descendants qfdC2 and k-e versa. 
Proof of the Main Lemma. Ordering of pairs: (nl.n2) < (ml.m?) iff 
1. nl <ml or 2. nl =ml and nl<m-. 
The Main Lemma will be proved by induction on (n(c).r(c)). 
We consider the derivation D: 
SI & 
l-t-A A,A, AED 
Dl denotes a subderivation of D whose 
last rule is the cut c. 
A.l-.AtD 
* 
* 
* 
c Dl 
z4.P.A t D 
1. Suppose r(c) = 2. The derivation Dl has one of the following forms: 
1. AEA AtA 
AEA. 
s2 
2. A t-A A,AtD 
the last rule of S, 
A.AtD, is the a-thinning of the cut-formula A. 
s2 
3. AtA A,AtD 
A,AtD, 
the last rule of & is an introduction, 
and the cut-formula A is its principal formula. 
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SI 
4. At-A AtA 
the last rule of S1 is an introduction, 
AtA, 
4 
and the cut-formula A is its principal formula. 
5. AtA At-A 
the last rule of S1 is the 
A tA, cut-formula A. 
6. The last rules of the derivations SI and SZ 
A is their principal formula. Depending on the 
have several cases. 
s-thinning of the 
are introductions and the cut-formula 
principal sign of the formula A, we 
Example. If A E B A C, then Dl has the following form: 
P1 P2 P3 
T/--B TtC B,AtD 
TtBAC Br\C,AtD 
r,At D. 
When r(c) =2, then DE F and the properties (l)-(3) hold. 
2. Suppose r(c)>2. 
2.1. Suppose the left rank is 1 and the right rank is greater than 1. The last rule of 
the derivation S2 cannot introduce the cut-formula. As the last rule of that derivation 
we may have: 
(I) interchange, whose principal formulae are not the cut-formula; 
(II) contraction, whose principal formula is not the cut-formula; 
(III) a-thinning or s-thinning, whose principal formula is not the cut-formula; 
(IV) an introduction in the antecedent, whose principal formula is not the cut-formula; 
(V) some other cut; 
(VI) an introduction in the succedent; 
(VII) interchange whose principal formula is the cut-formula; 
(VIII) contraction whose principal formula is the cut-formula. 
2.1.1. If the last rule of S2 is one of (I), (II), (III), (IV), (V), (VI), (VII), then 
by the l-step D ~1 D1 this rule is permuted with the cut c. The basic reduction 
step of D HI D, is with doubles and in DI there is one double of c, called dc 
or two doubles of c, called dc and &I (&I is not above dc, and vice versa). The 
cuts c and its doubles have the same degree and same numbers of contractions, but 
the ranks of the doubles are smaller than the rank of c (in some cases the numbers 
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of contractions of the doubles are smaller than n(c), too). Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, DI 3 Ho ++I . HI H,,=H by dc, n>O and we have: 
( 1) H has the same endsequent as D, ; 
(2) if n >O, then all lb-steps of D1 H H are basic reduction steps with doubles; 
(3) for every subderivation H’ of H whose last rule is the double of dc (if D, E H, 
then that rule is dc) there is a derivation H” such that H’ -lb H” and this lb-step 
is with special l-cuts or with /I-cuts. 
If c does not have any other double, then D HH by c and the properties (l)-(3) 
hold, because all doubles of dc in H are doubles of the cut c. 
If c has two doubles we must continue. Now we consider dcl from D, In every 
redex of I-step of the sequence D, u H the successors of dcl are below the last 
rule of the redex. By Lemma 1, the cut dcl has only one successor in the derivation 
H, the cut dc’,. By Lemma 2 and the definition of the number of contractions for 
the s-formulae, we have n(dc{)dn(dc,). By Lemma 3, the rank of the successor of 
Jc in H is the same as r(dc). Then, r(dc’,)<r(c) and by the induction hypothesis, 
HE&-~ ... ~~ FL rF by dc’,k>O and we have: 
( 1) F has the same endsequent as H; 
(2) if k > 0. then all lb-steps of H H F are basic reduction steps with doubles; 
(3) for every subderivation F’ of F whose last rule is the double of a?‘, (if H IF, 
then that rule is dc’, ) there is a derivation F” such that F’ +]h F” and this I b-step is 
with special l-cuts or with p-cuts. 
In F the doubles of dc{ and the successors of the doubles of dcl are the doubles 
of c. The derivation F does not have any other double of c. Hence, D H F by c and 
properties ( l)-(3) hold. 
The example for the case (V): 
P2 P3 SI P3 
@t B A.B,Ak D TFA A,B, A i- D 
SI cl P2 a? 
TEA A,@,A k D ++I @kB P,B,A t D 
C c2 
l-,@,A k D I-,&,/f t D 
* * 
* * 
* * 
The last rule of S* is the cut cl. The derivation on the right-hand side of HI is DI , 
and the basic reduction step of D ++I D1 is with doubles. In Dl there is a double of 
c, the cut dc. The cuts c and dc have the same degree and n(dc) <n(c) but the rank 
of dc is smaller than the rank of c. We can apply the induction hypothesis to D1 and 
its cut a?. 
We remark that special l-cuts are in fact special cuts whose rank is 2. Because of 
that we will not specially consider the cases when 5’1 (&) is an axiom or a s-thinning 
(an a-thinning). 
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The interesting case is when a cut is permuted with some other cut whose rank is 2. 
We explain that case by using the example above. We have lr(c) = 1 and rr(c) > 1. 
Suppose that the rank of cl is 2. Then for the double of c, the cut dc, we have 
lr(dc) = 1 and rr(dc) > 1, but for the successor of cl, the cut ~2, we have r(c2) > 2. 
However, by the next basic reduction step with doubles, the cut dc will be permuted 
with the last rule of P3 and we will obtain that the rank of the successor of c2 is 2. 
This case will be important in 2.1.2. when a double of the cut c will be permuted 
with other double of the cut c, whose rank is 2 already. Since, these cuts are doubles 
of the cut c, then they can be only in connection as the cut c and the cut cl from the 
example above. Then, if a double of c whose rank is 2, is permuted with some other 
double of c, then the rank of its successors (the doubles of c) is also 2. 
2.1.2. Now we consider the case (VIII): 
P2 
A’,A”,A 1 D 
SI contraction 
1-EA A,AtD 
C 
r,AED 
* 
* 
* 
A’, A2 denote two s-formulae of the form A in the upper sequent of contraction. Suppose 
d(c) = d, j = nc(A' ), i = nc(A’), k =j + i and r(c) = Y. Then n(c) = k. 
We have lr(c) = 1. 
This means that the last rule of the derivation S, is an introduction of the cut-formula 
(SA,SV,S+,ST,SY or S3) or an s-thinning of the cut-formula. Then we reduce D as 
follows: 
P2 Sl P2 
A’,A’, A t D rtA A’,A2,AED 
SI Sl cl 
TFA A3,AtD ++I 1-EA A3.1-,A t D 
C c2 
r,AtD r,r,n t D 
* 
* 
* r,AtD 
* 
* 
* 
The derivation on the right-hand side of ++l is the derivation DI, the basic reduction 
step of D HI DI is with doubles. In DI , the cuts cl and c2 are the doubles of c. Then 
d(c) = d(c1) and n(cl) = i = nc(A’) <n(c) =j + i. The following subderivation of D, 
is the derivation D’. By the induction hypothesis, D++ 02 by cl and properties 
(l)-(3) hold. The reduction D - Dz has the following form: 
P2 
SI A’,A’,A t D S’ 
l-k-A A”,Ak D C H rtA A3.r,AkDc2/ 
r,AkD r, r, A k D 
* 
* 
* 
r.AtD 
* 
* 
Now we consider the derivation Dl. In the sequence D ++ 02 there are only 1 -steps, 
whose lb-steps are with doubles. By Lemma 1, the cut c2’ is the only successor of 
c2 in Dl and it is the double of c. 
We have n(c2’) = ncsl(A3). By Lemma 2 and the definition of the number of con- 
tractions for the s-formulae, we have nest (A3 ) d nco, (A3 ) = j. Hence, d( c2’) = d(c) 
and n(c2’) <j <n(c). Then, by the induction hypothesis, Dz E Fo H 1 I H, F/s F by 
c2’, I30 and properties (l)-(3) hold. In F the doubles of c2’ and the doubles of c I 
are the doubles of c. The derivation F does not have any other double of c. Hence. 
D H F by c and properties (l)-(3) hold. 
2.2. Suppose the left rank is greater than 1. The last rule of the derivation Si cannot 
be an introduction or an s-thinning of the cut-formula. 
As the last rule of Si we may have: 
(I) interchange; 
(II) contraction; 
(III) a-thinning; 
(IV) some other cut; 
(V) introduction in the antecedent. 
In all these cases the last rule of Si is permuted with c: D HI DI The basic reduction 
step of D +-+I D1 is with doubles and in D, there is one double of c called dc, or two 
doubles of c, called dc and dci (dci is not above dc, and vice versa). The cuts c and 
its doubles have the same degree and same numbers of contractions, but the ranks of 
the doubles are smaller than the rank of c (in some cases the numbers of contractions 
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of the doubles are smaller than n(c), too). The rest of the proof is the same as in 
2.1.1. 
The example for the case (IV): 
P2 P3 P3 s2 
TtC A,C,OtA A,C,OtA O,A,AtD 
Cl SI PI dc 
A,r,O t A O,A,AtD -l TtC @,A,C,O,At D 
c 
@,A,r,B,At D @,A,r,O,A t D 
* * 
* * 
t * 
The last rule of S1 is the cut cl. The derivation on the right-hand side of HI is the 
derivation DI, the basic reduction step of D HI DI is with doubles and in DI there 
is a double of c, the cut dc. The cuts c and de have the same degree and numbers 
of contractions, but the rank of dc is smaller than the rank of c. We can apply the 
induction hypothesis to D1 and its cut dc. 
3. Comments 
3.1 
In [2] Szabo observed different deductive systems, some of which correspond to 
the system of sequents for classical predicate logic and the system of sequents for 
intuitionistic predicate logic. For some of them he described in [2, Appendix C] a partial 
algorithm used to reduce a derivation to a derivation with the same endsequent in which 
cut does not occur. That algorithm Szabo called the generalization of the procedure of 
cut elimination, given by Gentzen in [l], which we mentioned in Introduction. In the 
application of the algorithm from [2, Appendix C], only the system of sequents for 
intuitionistic logic will be interesting for us. 
In [2, Appendix C], Szabo defined the steps of the reduction and two parameters for 
a derivation D which has the following form: 
Di 02 
rtc A,C,A~D 
c 
r,AtD, 
where above the cut c there are no other cuts. The first parameter Szabo called the 
degree of the derivation D, denoted by deg(D), which is equal to our d(c) + 1. The 
second parameter, the rank of the derivation D, denoted by mk(D), is defined as 
follows in our terminology: 
mk(D)=lr(c).(m+l)+rr(c).(n+l), 
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where lr(c) is the left rank of c, n(c) is the right rank of c (defined in Section 2), m is 
the number of consecutive contractions in the succedent with which the derivation DI 
ends and n is the number of consecutive contractions in the antecedent with which the 
derivation Dz ends. If we are in intuitionistic logic, then m = 0, because there is no rule 
of contraction in the succedent. These two parameters make the pair (deg(D), mk(D)). 
Szabo proved the cut-elimination theorem by induction on these pairs. In that proof 
the problematic case is the case with contraction that is mentioned in Introduction. Let 
the derivation D have the following form: 
03 
Dl A,C,C,A i-D 
I-I-C A,C,AtDc 
A, l-, A t D. 
In [2, Appendix C], there is a reduction by which the derivation D reduces to the 
derivation 4 of the following form: 
DI 03 
D, rtc A,C,C,AtD 
TtC A,l-,C,A t D 
A.r.l-.A k D 
A, l-, A t D. 
Here it is not clear that the last line denotes several interchanges and contractions. By 
the induction hypothesis the following subderivation of fi. 
DI 03 
TtC A,C,C,AtD 
A, r. C, A t D 
reduces to a derivation Dq in which no cut occurs. Then F, reduces to F2, which has 
the following form: 
DI D4 
l-tC A,r,C,AtD ‘_I 
A,l-,r,A t D 
A, l-, A t D. 
The degree of the derivation whose last rule is c’ is deg(D), but sometimes the rank of 
that derivation (if it is measured through interchanges and contractions) is not smaller 
than the rank of D. 
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Example. Let the derivation D have the following form: 
ctc 
B,CtC BtB 
B,B,C t C B=d,BtB CtC 
B,CtC B * C2,B * C’,B t C contraction 
CtB+C B =+ C3,B t C c 
C,Bt C 
We have: deg(D) = d(B + C) + 1, 
mk(D): m = 0, n = 1, lr(c) = 1, r-r(c) = 3, mk(D) = 1 
In this example, we shall use the reduction steps 
denotations. By the step C.19.3 D reduces to D1 : 
ctc 
,(0+ 1)+3.(1+ 1)=7. 
from [2, Appendix C] and their 
ctc B,CtC 
B,CtC B,B,C t C BtB 
B,B,C t C B,CtC B+C’,BtB CtC 
B,CtC CtB+C B =+ C2,B =+ C’,B t C cl 
CtB+-C C,B + C’,B t C c2 
C,C,B t C 
C,BtC 
contraction 
The part of the derivations, which are changed by reduction steps, will be in boldface. 
Now consider the subderivation D’ of D1 whose endsequent is C,B + C’, B t C, 
deg(D’)=deg(D), mk(D’):m=n=O, lr(c)= 1, r-r(c)= 1, mk(D’)=2<mk(D). 
By C. 16 D’ reduces to Ft : 
CkC ctc 
B,CtC B,CtC 
B, B, C t C BtB BtB B,B,C t C 
B,CtC B =+ C’,B t B ctc B+C’,BtB B,CtC 
CkB+C B+C’,B+C’,BtC cl reducesto B+C’,B,CtC ctc cl/ 
C,B =+ C’,B t C B+C’,B,CtC 
B+C’,C,BtC 
C,B =+ C’,B k C 
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By the reduction steps C.19.3; C.34; C.2.1; C.18.1; C.18.1; C.34; C.2.1 (in this order) 
the derivation F1 reduces to the derivation Fs: 
CtC 
B.CtC 
B+C.B.CtC 
B.B+C.B.CtC 
B =+ C.B,B =+ C,B,C t C 
B + C.B =+ C,B,B,C t C 
B+C,B+C,B,CtC 
B=+ C,B,C t C ck-c 
B+C,B,CtC 
B+C,C,Bt C 
C,B =+ C,B t C 
By the reduction steps C.35; C.35; C.36; C.34; C.34; C.34; C.2.1 (in this order) FX 
reduces to F: 
ctc 
B,CtC 
B+C,B,CtC 
B,B =+ C,B,C t C 
B =+ C,B,B =s C,B,C t C 
B =+ C,B =+ C,B,B,C t C 
B+C.B=+C.B.CtC 
B+ C.B.C t C 
B+C,C,BtC 
C,B+C,BtC 
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That means that D’ reduces to F, and in F no cut occurs. Then D reduces to Dz: 
B,CtC 
B=+-C,B,CtC 
B,B =+ C,B,C t C 
B =+ C.B.B =+ C.B.C t C 
ctc B =+ C,B + C,B,B,C t C 
B,Ct C B =+ C,B =+ C,B,C t C 
B,B,C t C B+ C,B,C t C 
B,CtC B =+ C,C,B t C 
CtB+C C,B =+ C,B t C c2’ 
C,C,B t C contraction 
C,B t C. 
We have: 
deg(Dz) = deg(D), rnk(D2) : m = 0, IZ = 0, lr(c2’) = 1, rr(c2’) = 8, 
rnk(DZ)=l .(O+ l)+S.(O+ 1)=9. 
Hence, rnk( 02) > rnk( D). 
That means that the rank of a derivation as defined by Szabo is not a good parameter 
in the proof of the cut-elimination theorem in the system of sequents for intuitionistic 
logic. 
3.2. 
Let the cut rule have the form from [l]. We consider the following case: 
D1 02 03 
l-tA, r t A2 C,A,A t B 
TtA A,C,A t B c 
l-, C, A t B, 
where A E Al A AZ. In this case the cut c, can “ascend” neither to the left nor to the 
right. The cut-formula A has to come, by interchanges, to the beginning of the sequence 
in the upper right sequent of c, so that cut can be applied. 
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4. Some final remarks 
It is natural to ask whether cut elimination can be proved by the method of Section 2 
of this paper in the system of sequents for classical predicate logic. 
Clearly, in the system of sequents for classical predicate logic, there would be new 
reduction steps. The steps from Section 2 should be defined for multiple-conclusion 
sequents, and because of new inference rules (contraction, thinning, interchange in 
the succedent) there would be completely new reduction steps, too. The next problem 
would be to define the number of contractions for a formula on the right-hand side of 
E in multiple-conclusion sequents of the form r E il. 
We could define the number of contractions for a formula on the left-hand side of E 
in a sequent, as we did in LJ. For new rules, for instance, contraction in the succedcnt 
(and analogously, for the two others), we would do that as follows: 
DI 
q, t A,C,C 
r, t A,C 
If the definition of the number of contractions of a cut remains unchanged, a problem 
would arise with basic reduction steps of the following form: 
DI Di D? 
P t A,C,C D? l-t A,C,C A,C,O t 0 02 
(*) l-t A,C A,C,@ t 0 Hlb A. l-, @ t A, C, 0 A,C,@ t 0 
.1,l-, @ t A, 0 A,A,r,@,@ t A,@,@ 
il,r.@ t A.0 
This reduction step would not preserve the number of contractions for a formula, as 
we have just defined it. 
Another possibility would be to define the number of contractions for a formula 
for all s-formulae of the sequent r E .4. For some of the rules that would appear as 
follows: contraction in succedent: 
DI 
r t A,,, c;, c, 
r, t A,,, C,_, 
AA DI 02 SA D, DZ 
A,,c. t 0,) B,, r;. t O,, r,. t @,,,A, 6, t 00, B, 
A A B,, r; t O,, A A B,,c, t 0,) c.+ ,/t OCJ+/,, A A B,-, 
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In that case, in a derivation of the form: 
Dl D2 
TtA A,A,A t C c 
A,T,A t C 
the sum of the numbers of contractions for cut-formulae from the upper right and the 
upper left sequent of c would be the number of contractions of c. 
The most important problem is to define a parameter which would not be changed 
during the application of the reduction step (*) defined above and the reduction step 
RimC from Section 2. 
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